MIDSTREAM & PIPELINES

ALL ABOUT THROUGHPUT
Pipeline Cleaning: the Smart Way to Efficiency, by Rosen.

Optimal flow is the single most important prerequisite for efficient pipeline operation. However, there are many
factors which may seriously impact the continuous transportation of the medium in any pipeline, several of them
being related to the accumulation of inherent deposits and debris. Not only does this cause a severe loss of throughput,
it may also lead to damage by abrasion or encourage corrosion under deposits. Therefore, a routine cleaning program
is crucial for maintaining pipeline efficiency, and may avoid costly repair or restoration work in the future.
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eavy buildup of solids, such as scale
or waxy paraffin, can drastically
affect pipeline efficiency and requires
effective cleaning solutions. Typically, a fluid
will transport small particles at the same speed
and in the same direction as it is going itself.
However, in a pipeline, the shear strain on the
product near the pipe wall moves the particles
towards the pipe wall, where it then builds up.
While the flow of the fluid within the pipeline
will always continue to some extent, the
internal diameter will be reduced—with severe
consequences for the operator. For example, in
a 12’’ pipeline, a smooth layer of deposit that
decreases the internal diameter of a pipeline
by only five percent can cause a ten-percent
loss of throughput, and requires an increase
of pressure by roughly thirty percent in order
to re-establish constant flow. By contrast, an
equally thick but uneven layer of deposit can
reduce the throughput by thirty-five percent

and requires a pressure increase of
approximately 140 percent. In addition to the
reduction of flow, dirty pipeline surfaces may
also cause severe damage to the pipe material.
Build up may prohibit corrosion inhibitors
from being applied consistently, and, even
worse, liquids may gather underneath deposits
and directly cause corrosion and pipe thinning.
The effectiveness of a single cleaning run
becomes clear when you consider the following
example of a six-inch crude oil pipeline whose
performance was significantly improved by
ROSEN: This line is approximately six miles
long and sees, on average, a production of
9,000 to 11,000 barrels per day. With crude
oil continuously flowing, paraffin accumulates
very quickly on the inner wall of the pipeline,
which increases flow resistance, pressure
requirement, and pump system electricity use.
The cleaning run, for which a six-inch dual
brush disc tool was used, collected and

Routine maintenance is crucial for efficient operation and lifecycle extension.

pushed out a total of nearly fifteen pounds of
paraffin and liquids. This led to an increase
of throughput by an average of 4,000 barrels
a day, optimizing efficiency by up to fortyfive percent. Furthermore, it allowed for
a considerable reduction of pressure and
electricity use.
As we can see from the case in the diagram
(bottom right), it does not necessarily take a
large amount of debris to perceptibly reduce
the flow in pipelines. Even small irregularities
on the inside of the pipe wall and debris
accumulations can impact the flow regime,
increase friction, and thereby intensify flow
resistance. Consequently, more pumping
power is required to assure optimal flow,
making the pipeline much less efficient. Most
often, however, the amount of debris collected
during one cleaning run is much higher. This
is particularly the case with crude-oil pipelines
that throughout their course undergo a

The drastic effects of black powder deposits.

significant temperature drop as wax starts to
precipitate at a temperature of just above 50
°C. Merely one millimeter (0.039”) of wax
deposited over twenty kilometers (12.5 miles)
of a 20” pipeline equates to a volume of 31 m3
(1094 ft3) of wax, which would make a solid
plug of nearly 160 meters (525 ft). Since such
a plug is very likely to get stuck, stopping
not only the cleaning tool but also the entire
production, its formation must be prevented
by all means.
Therefore, it is crucial to define the correct
cleaning program for each individual pipeline.
Besides the frequency of cleaning runs, this
also includes the appropriate configuration of
the cleaning tool. When choosing the right
cleaning tool, considering the amount of
product bypass and how it can be created is
essential, as bypass is an important instrument

to increase cleaning efficiency: Bypassing oil
will dissolve wax in front of the tool and aid
in transportation of the debris from the line
by moving it ahead as a slurry. In combination
with high density pencil ring brushes, wax can
thus be efficiently removed from pipelines.
In case large amounts of dust are expected,
bypass can cause turbulences ahead of the tool,
keeping the loose debris moving and flushing
it away.
Bypass can be realized through several
possibilities, comprising ports or plugs, usage
of sleeves or hole flanges (instead of blind
flanges), and spider noses. The spider nose
is a bypass system that utilizes the pressure
behind the tool so that product is able to pass
through the tool body to a multi-directional
outlet. As it passes through the spider nose,
severe turbulence is created ahead of the tool,
keeping the particles agitated and moving, thus
avoiding accumulation of debris. This strongly
decreases the likelihood of the tool

getting stuck. In general, the tool’s bypass rate
should be such that the transport of solids is
faster than their accumulation in front of the
tool. Considering the facts above, it is evident
that cleaning is a vital component of the
integrity management of pipeline networks,
and is necessary at every stage throughout
the lifecycle of any pipeline. Failure to clean
a pipeline at regular intervals may affect the
efficiency, safety, and reliability of the entire
network. More importantly, it may result in
damages that reduce its lifespan and make
expensive repairs inevitable. The most cost
effective way to ensure the efficiency of a
pipeline is to choose the most appropriate
maintenance program. For this, it is important
to understand the line as a whole including
the system’s geometry, types of debris to be
removed, and medium being transported.
Only then can the best cleaning program be
selected. Additional support through tracking
and data collection during the cleaning process
will also allow for better diagnostic feedback of
the cleaning progress and effectiveness. •
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